The physical fitness uniform is prescribed for year-round wear by all personnel. The PFF consists of a T-shirt, lower uniform, Physical Training (PT) shoes, socks, gloves, and other items appropriate to the weather conditions.
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**Beret Wear & Physical Fitness Uniform**

- The Beret is worn with Class A, Class B, and Class C uniforms.
- Edge folding it with alternate overlapping and straight across frontсложите. Centre the flash and tie with a full bow above the left eye. Full rows may be worn below the top and inside of shirt.
- Hair should not extend below the front lower edge of the beret.
- Officers wear their left centered at the neck. Soldiers without their collars and insignia centered on the flash.

- Tack adjusting front inside edge folding.
- Hair may be swept back inside the beret.
- Full rows may be worn above head.
- Edge folding straight across.

- The Official U.S. Army Magazine
- www.soldiersmagazine.com